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SSIMIMISSION
WITNESS USES VIDEO TO OPEN 
THE EYES OF THE WORLD TO 
HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS. 
WITNESS EMPOWERS PEOPLE TO 
TRANSFORM PERSONAL STORIES 
OF ABUSE INTO POWERFUL 
TOOLS FOR JUSTICE, PROMOTING 
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND 
POLICY CHANGE.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

PLAY VIDEO OF OUR MESSAGE

 “WITNESS videos have proven, 
over and over again, that 
nothing is more effective in 
human rights advocacy than a 
video that tells a compelling, 
undeniable personal story.”
~ Yvette Alberdingk Thijm, Executive Director of WITNESS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G7V19ZYPHc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G7V19ZYPHc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G7V19ZYPHc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G7V19ZYPHc&feature=youtu.be
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ON THE GROUND

PLAY VIDEO OF OUR MESSAGE

WE HAVE WORKED WITH MORE 
THAN 300 HUMAN RIGHTS 
GROUPS IN OVER 80 COUNTRIES, 
TRAINED OVER 4,500 HUMAN 
RIGHTS DEFENDERS, DEVELOPED 
WIDELY-USED TRAINING 
MATERIALS AND TOOLS, AND 
SUPPORTED THE INCLUSION OF 
VIDEO IN OVER 100 CAMPAIGNS, 
INCREASING THEIR VISIBILITY 
AND IMPACT GLOBALLY.
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WITNESS empowers individuals and communities to use video to fight injustice, and to 
transform personal stories of abuse into powerful tools pressuring those with power to act.

By bringing often unseen images and seldom heard stories to the attention of key 
decision makers, the media, and the public, WITNESS is catalyzing grassroots 
activism, political engagement, and lasting change. WITNESS’ unique contribution 
is to serve as a frontline resource for training and expertise and global focal point on 
best practices in using human rights video.

WITNESS-supported videos have called attention to stories of slavery, trafficking 
and war crimes. They have secured basic rights to education, employment, 
housing and health care. They have improved the lives of children, women, the 
disabled, indigenous peoples, workers and minorities. WITNESS campaigns have 
empowered individuals and their communities to secure and protect their rights. 
They have shown us where governments and non-state actors have failed to meet 

legally binding obligations. And they have engaged millions of ordinary citizens in 
the struggles for human rights taking place every day all around us.

Twenty years after our founding, empowering ordinary people with the right tools to 
tell their stories and create change remains the reason behind the work. As we usher 
in a new era of technology, WITNESS remains committed to expanding our reach 
to the hundreds of thousands of citizen witnesses and human rights defenders who 
are turning to video to effect social change.  

In this section of the report, we highlight some of our critical campaign partnerships 
from July 2011 to June 2012, which have helped expose the truth of human rights 
abuses around the world, one video at a time. 
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Where We Worked 2011-2012
WITNESS

Forced Evictions 
Campaign

Human Rights 
Convening

Gender-based 
Violence Campaign

62
TURKEY
62 activists 
trained

 

55
YEMEN
55 activists 
trained

 

25
EAST TIMOR
25 activists 
trained

 

40
HUNGARY
40 activists 
trained

 

2
KYRGSTAN
2 activists 
trained

 

1
INDIA
1 activist 
trained 

18
CAMBODIA
18 activists 
trained

15
BURINDI
15 activists 
trained

1
KENYA
1 activist
trained

57
USA
57 activists 
trained

 

61
BRAZIL
61 activists 
trained

 

20
EGYPT
20 activists 
trained

 

17
MEXICO
17 activists 
trained

 

3
CAR
3 activists 
trained

7
UGANDA
7 activists 
trained

6
SOUTH AFRICA
6 activists 
trained

19
DRC
19 activists 
trained
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Addressing Violence Against Women and Girls in Armed Conflict
GENDER BASED VIOLENCE

 “ It is more dangerous to be a woman than to  
be a soldier right now in Eastern DRC.”

   ~ Major General Patrick Cammaert, Former Deputy Force Commander, United Nations Organization Mission in the DRC

Hundreds of thousands of women and girls every year are killed, abducted, raped, 
enslaved, and tortured in regions of Africa ravaged by war. The laws designed to 
protect these women and girls are erratically enforced or don’t exist at all, and few 
perpetrators have been prosecuted. Violence against women and girls is simply one 

of the most pervasive and universal crises we face today, and that’s not accidental. 
Gender-based violence is used as a weapon of war, as a tool used to achieve 
military objectives such as ethnic cleansing, spreading political terror, rewarding 
soldiers, intimidating a community, or extracting information. 
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WITNESS has been at the forefront of using video to document women’s 
and girls’ issues since our inception, and we know that women with video 
cameras create a powerful voice.

Recognizing that we are facing a unique moment when video can be used to catalyze efforts to prevent gender-based violence 
taking place around the world, WITNESS launched a multi-year networked campaign in partnership with Women’s Initiatives 
for Gender Justice. Through this partnership, we have been able to train 37 women’s rights activists over the course of three 
trainings. In addition to the trainings, five groups were selected for intensive long-term video advocacy campaign partnerships to:

Central African Republic. 
Our Plea, a video of two young female survivors telling their stories of sexual violence perpetrated by the LRA, was 
screened at the International Criminal Court’s Office of the Prosecutor and at a high-level meeting with states parties to 
the ICC. The Office of the Prosecutor agreed to explore expanding investigations into the southeastern Central African 
Republic, with the arrest of Joseph Kony and his commanders being a priority.

Democratic 
Republic of Congo. Our Voices Matter: Congolese Women Demand Justice and Accountability, which featured 
the stories of survivors of sexual violence, was screened to the Justice Minister and her cabinet, the cabinet of the Minister 
of Gender, the International Criminal Court’s Office of the Prosecutor, and many UN representatives, parliament members, 
government officials, and media representatives. The Justice Minister committed to fulfilling many of WITNESS’ advocacy goals, 
such as implementing and enforcing key judgments in sexual violence cases in the eastern DRC and accelerating prosecutions. 
The video was also screened on RTNC national television, which reaches over 35 million viewers within the Congo.

Kenya by creating safe reporting spaces in police stations. Local partner 
Young Women’s Leadership Institute produced Bridging the Gap: Reinforcing Gender Desks in Kenya, which will be 
screened to police officials and community health and service providers in Nairobi.

Kyrgyzstan. Women’s Support 
Center in Kyrgyzstan produced a short video, Bride Kidnapping is a Crime, for International Women’s Day 2012. The videos will 
be used to pressure the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Kyrgyz Parliament to improve the enforcement of existing laws.

Northern Uganda. After the Speaker of Parliament saw the video No Longer Silent: Women from Northern Uganda 
Demand Livelihood and Psychosocial Support, she agreed to write to the President, Prime Minister, and Minister of 
State for Northern Uganda in support of the campaign; she also committed to screening the video before Parliament. 

http://www.witness.org/videos/our-plea
http://www.witness.org/videos/our-voices-matter
http://witness.org/videos/no-longer-silent
http://witness.org/videos/no-longer-silent
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Seeking Justice in Forced Evictions
FORCED EVICTIONS

 “ The police come in, armed and with a rifle pointed at you. They give you a time, 
usually five or ten minutes, for you to come down with your things. Once the 
people are removed, they throw everybody’s things on the sidewalk…” 

  ~ Rio de Janeiro activist, Interview Series: What is a Forced Eviction?  

A development project – like a dam or a megaevent – may claim to bring prosperity, but the reality for many living near the project may be quite different. Many projects 
leave communities worse off than before, often without consultation. Fundamentally, development should not cause human rights abuses.  However, each year an estimated  
15 million people across the globe are forcibly uprooted from their homes.
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 “ At eight in the morning, they surprised us with four 
bulldozers. They came from opposite sides to demolish 
our homes and furniture. I asked the officer to give me 
time to collect my things, but he refused.”

  ~ Evicted resident in Cairo, Egypt - Pain Estate

WITNESS is working to amplify the voices of people affected by forced evictions to protect their rights to housing, land, livelihood, 
and community. Forced eviction tends to go hand-in-hand with the use or threat of violence. Often, land is seized in violation of the law 
by local governments cooperating with the private interest. After a forced eviction, a community may find itself living without adequate 
housing or access to clean water, schools, jobs, or hospitals. Since 2010, WITNESS has collaborated with Habitat International 
Coalition (HIC) and other allies to launch 18 local campaigns in five countries, train 96 activists, and produce 66 videos. The global 
campaign to protect underrepresented communities includes:

Egypt with leverage across the global campaign. As a direct result of our partnership with them, the 
el-Khosos community in Cairo obtained the legal right to their homes. Amnesty International translated Egypt - Pain Estate into six 
languages and featured it in a campaign on human rights in slums (see sidebar). The video has been screened in several countries 
and at international human rights conferences. Another video supporting the local campaign in Imababa, Cairo, halted the forced 
eviction and resulted in the government agreeing to the community’s resettlement terms and securing adequate housing.

Mexico. For example, in May 2011, the communities threatened by 
the construction of the La Parota dam received, for the first time in more than three decades, a visit from the top state official: the 
governor of Guerrero. The governor, who met with residents, watched a video produced by our partners and eventually signed an 
agreement committing to not push the dam project forward during his mandate. This was a significant victory for our partners in their 
nine-year struggle. Other partners trained by WITNESS in Mexico have also produced eight videos to support their campaigns 
since attending our training in January 2011.

Cambodia and pressuring the World Bank. Forced eviction is one of the most 
widespread and systemic human rights violations occurring in Cambodia today. Since partnering with WITNESS in 2008, the 
national NGO LICADHO has become an international leader in using video to campaign for communities facing forced evictions.

  Through 2011, WITNESS provided LICADHO with intensive video advocacy support in its continued effort to fight forced evictions 
faced by communities in the Boeung Kak Lake (BLK) area of Phnom Penh. A major achievement reached was when the World Bank 
chose to freeze development funding to Cambodia until the government addressed the matter. The Cambodian government 
renewed dialogue with affected communities, many of whom were given title to their land.

INTERVIEW SERIES:
WHAT IS A FORCED EVICTION?

EGYPT - PAIN ESTATE

http://blog.witness.org/2011/05/act-now-to-stop-the-eviction-of-25000-people-in-mexico/
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8A594AFDD6C11611
http://blog.witness.org/2011/09/cambodian-government-attempting-to-silence-work-on-forced-evictions/
http://www.witness.org/videos/what-is-fe
http://www.slumstories.org/episode/egypt-pain-estate
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  In early 2012, as a response to the arrests of 15 people, mostly women, who 
were speaking out against forced evictions from BLK, LICADHO and WITNESS 
distributed a series of videos that showed the unfair treatment faced by the 
arrested, including being held without a warrant for 48 hours and then charged and 
sentenced to 2.5 years in prison. One video, which racked up more than 30,000 
views in just five days, captured dramatic footage of Buddhist monk, the 
Venerable Luon Sovath, being apprehended by security forces while supporting 
the women. This video was widely used by NGOs and 
media outlets, including the New York Times. 

  To advocate on behalf of those arrested, WITNESS, 
Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International, and other 
organizations released several public letters directed 
at the Prime Minister of Cambodia demanding that the 
women’s sentences be vacated and the Venerable’s 
harassment be stopped, among other things. US 
Secretary Hillary Clinton also added her voice to the 
issue. The women were released on June 27.

India. In 
collaboration with Video Volunteers, WITNESS is supporting the development and 
strategic distribution of community-produced advocacy videos on forced evictions for 
campaigns across India. Since the collaboration’s launch in January 2012, 15 videos 
have been uploaded to Video Volunteers’ forced evictions page – many geared 
toward influencing amendments to the Land Acquisition Act of 1894, which 
allows for land concessions to the government.

traction in Brazil. WITNESS is working with local partners to amplify the efforts

of citizens to end forced evictions related to the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio 
de Janeiro. An example of this is 31-year-old single mother Antonieta, who was 
forcibly evicted from her community, Largo de Campinho, in May 2011. Antonieta 
attended WITNESS’ training in Rio and then engaged with organizers for 
the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio to personally deliver a letter and video dossier 
on forced evictions.  This action was documented on video and used to continue 
the campaign online. Antonieta continues to work with WITNESS and partners 

to target local, national, and international decision 
makers and call on them to end forced evictions in the 
name of Olympics. 

In 2012, WITNESS partner Comitê Popular Rio da 
Copa e Olimpíadas launched a report on human rights 
violations associated with major sporting events that 
included a DVD of the Voices of the Mission video 
series. The videos were shown at the start of two public 
debates that featured community leaders such as as 
Marcelo Freixo, state legislator and president of the State 

Assembly Human Rights Commission, and Raquel Rolnik, UN Special Rapporteur 
on the Right to Adequate Housing. 

The first video of a new portrait series was also launched, highlighting emblematic 
personal stories of forced evictions in Rio. The video was featured by investigative 
news agency A Pública and the Huffington Post, among others, and received more 
than 5,000 views on YouTube. The woman who shares her story in the video is now 
using the video to mobilize other eviction-threatened residents in her community 
and has also recently launched her candidacy for a seat in the local city council, 
running on an anti-forced eviction platform.

In October 2012 the Venerable Luon Sovath 
won the prestigious Martin Ennals Award, 
the highest honor bestowed to a human 

rights defender. He was nominated in April 
2012 by WITNESS alongside Freedom 

House and Civil Rights Defenders.

THE FIRST TWO WEEKS:
A REMARKABLE RESPONSE  
TO ANTONIETA’S VIDEO
      SEE VIDEO

8,900+
Shares on Facebook

10,000+
Views on YouTube

http://blog.witness.org/2012/05/cambodian-government-attempts-to-silence/
http://www.witness.org/about-us/media-center/pressroom/ingo-letter-vacate-convictions-against-bkl-human-rights-defenders
http://www.witness.org/about-us/media-center/pressroom/ingo-letter-vacate-convictions-against-bkl-human-rights-defenders
http://indiaunheard.videovolunteers.org/category/videos/forced-evictions/
http://blog.witness.org/2011/08/forced-evictions-training-in-rio-de-janeiro/
http://blog.witness.org/2011/11/join-the-call-no-more-evictions-for-rio-2016-olympics/
http://blog.witness.org/2011/11/join-the-call-no-more-evictions-for-rio-2016-olympics/
http://blog.witness.org/2011/06/new-videos-four-communities-on-forced-evictions-in-rio/
http://blog.witness.org/2012/06/video-meet-elisangela-the-other-face-of-rio-de-janeiros-olympic-legacy/
http://blog.witness.org/2011/12/new-video-the-government-of-rio-de-janeiro-doesnt-want-you-to-see/
http://blog.witness.org/2011/12/new-video-the-government-of-rio-de-janeiro-doesnt-want-you-to-see/
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Promoting Democracy
YOUTH ACTIVISM IN EGYPT

The Arab Spring used social media and other technology to organize civil uprisings 
against oppressive regimes. In an Egypt still struggling toward democracy, WITNESS 
joined the nonprofit Egyptian Democratic Academy (EDA) in promoting human 
rights. Some highlights from the partnership over the past year include:

violence against women, and youth participation in the elections. Videos were 
also featured on online outlets such as Elma7rosa.org. 

society activists.

In 2012, WITNESS continued training key EDA staff in Cairo on storytelling for action 
and editing to increase EDA’s capacity to create more effective advocacy videos. 
On January 25, 2012, the anniversary of the Egyptian Revolution, WITNESS and 
EDA convened in Tahrir Square to enhance their use of videos even further with live 
streaming. To date, EDA has self-produced more than ten campaign videos, which 
are being distributed throughout Egypt despite the challenging transition to democracy.

http://egyda.org/blog/
http://www.elma7rosa.org/en/
http://blog.witness.org/2012/01/witness-livestreaming-from-tahrir-jan25-2012/
http://blog.witness.org/2012/01/witness-livestreaming-from-tahrir-jan25-2012/
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Securing Our Constitutional Right to a Healthy Atmosphere
CLIMATE CHANGE

 “ TRUST Alaska is probably one of the most beautiful, important 
and wonderful short films I have seen in a very long time.” 

  ~ Janet Rose, Festival Director, IWFF

WITNESS is partnering with a youth-led initiative in the United States to highlight 
the human rights implications of climate change and compel government officials to 
protect the natural resources we all share in common, like air and water. Together 
with Our Children’s Trust (OCT) and Kids vs. Global Warming (KvGW), WITNESS 

is co-producing a series of ten videos that complement an unprecedented 
legal effort filed in all 50 states and against the federal government. The series  
Stories of TRUST: Calling for Climate Recovery, tells the stories of US youth whose 
lives have already been changed by the deterioration of our Earth’s atmosphere. 
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 “ In my lifetime, the amount of forest killed by 
pine beetles has expanded [due to warmer 
temperatures]. The number of acres burned has 
intensified. My generation is losing our forests. 
We are losing our homes. It’s not too late to 
ensure my generation has a livable future. But 
we need to listen to the science and act now.”

  ~ Xiuhtezcatl Martinez

In TRUST Colorado, we introduced Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, a 12-year-old from Colorado who is watching climate 
change destroy the forest he loves. This led him to pursue a lawsuit that has been recognized as the last best 
chance to protect our atmosphere, in trust, for all generations.

Xiuhtezcatl’s standing as an influential youth leader, combined with the launch of TRUST Colorado, secured his 
invitation to speak at Rio+20, the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development in Brazil. During Rio 
he spoke at a number of convenings, including at the World Youth Congress to more than 1,000 young people 
from more than 110 countries to inspire them to take action for and pursue the future they want. Other completed 
videos are TRUST California, TRUST Montana, TRUST Alaska, TRUST Arizona, and TRUST Iowa.

Stories of TRUST is being shared with our state and national leaders, and our leaders are writing back with 
invitations to visit the legislatures and requests asking for support in sharing the youth series more broadly. In 
April 2012, the stories were hand-delivered to President Obama. And in May, with the support of Progressive 
Democrats of America (PDA), eight youth from five states visited each branch of government, meeting with 
members of Congress and White House staff and calling for concrete, evidence-based action.

Stories of TRUST is being recognized for the voices it has brought to the 
environmental human rights movement by film festivals and venues across 
the country and the world, including International Wildlife Film Festival 
(IWFF), Telluride Mountain Film, and Amazing EarthFest. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xr-GUgpic5E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcjElqdmLzA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htG-xs0Onj0
http://witness.org/videos/john-thiebes-works-against-the-grain
http://witness.org/videos/nelson-kanuk-shares-his-story
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j1At9cgDBh0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUQyRa8E2lg
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Safeguarding Commercially Sexually Exploited Children from Criminalization
CHILD TRAFFICKING
 “ If we realize that a young woman has been involved in sexual exploitation 
and then we charge her with prostitution and lock her up without 
therapeutic services, all we are doing is confirming what the perpetrator has 
been telling her all along: that you’re worthless, you’re good for nothing. 
And that absolutely is not what we should be doing as a system of care.” 

  ~ Karen Countryman-Roswurm, Anti-Sexual Exploitation Roundtable for Community Action

WITNESS, in partnership with End Child Prostitution and Trafficking-USA 
(ECPAT-USA), launched the film What I Have Been Through is Not Who I Am. The 
commercial sexual exploitation of US children is child abuse, and it happens in every 
city and small town in America. Our goal is to get strong, protective “safe harbor” 
legislation passed in all 50 states. Currently, six states take this approach – they 
ensure that children who are bought and sold for sex are treated as victims and 
given protective services rather than prosecuted as criminals and sent to prison. 

This past year, ECPAT-USA worked with New Jersey Child Protective Services 
(CPS) to incorporate What I Have Been Through is Not Who I Am into its trainings 
for CPS staff, and New York City will be following shortly. The film was also 
shared with numerous state agencies, social workers, faith-based communities, 
social justice organizations, hotel properties, and medical programs, which are all 
incorporating the film into their work on the ground to protect commercially sexually 
exploited youth. And this May, FILManthropy Film Festival honored the video with 
the Torch Award for Best Short Documentary in recognition of the film’s power to 
inspire change. WHAT I HAVE BEEN THROUGH IS NOT WHO I AM

http://www.ecpatusa.org/
http://www.witness.org/campaigns/all-campaigns/end-child-prostitution-and-trafficking-usa-ecpat-usa
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qXNKNxIEG2s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=qXNKNxIEG2s
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Spotlight on Success: Campaigning Toward Justice
CHILD SOLDIERS

 “ We were unable to dispute visual images or deny the sound, the  
video evidences presented to us were credible and outstanding.” 

  ~ The Honourable Mr. Justice Fulford, ICC Judge Presiding over Lubanga Trial

The widespread recruitment of children into the armed forces in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC) is unparalleled throughout Africa. Tens of thousands of 
child soldiers have been recruited as combatants by all parties to the conflict, which 
has been termed “Africa’s world war” and claimed nearly four million lives. 

In April 2004, Association des Jeunes pour le Développement Intégré-Kalundu/A 
Child Solders Project (AJEDI-Ka) approached WITNESS for partnership to tackle 
the issue of child soldiers in the DRC. Bukeni Tete Waruzi, then the director of 
AJEDI-Ka, traveled to the WITNESS office in New York for a month-long training, 
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Lubanga is the first person ever to have been arrested and tried by the ICC. Here we take 
you through the journey of how video advocacy was used to bring down a warlord. 

WHO IS THOMAS LUBANGA DYILO?
Lubanga is a Congolese militia leader who conscripted and enlisted children as 
soldiers. Thousands of children operated under his command as part of a rebel 
group, the Union of Congolese Patriots (UPC).

WHY CHILD SOLDIERS?  
Girls and boys made up between 40 and 60 percent of all combatants in the 
eastern DRC conflict, some as young as eight years of age. These recruits lost 
their childhoods, and often their lives, to the harsh realities of war. They endured the 
trauma of graphic violence, malnutrition, and sexual exploitation.

WHY VIDEO? 
Videos of these children training in military camps and telling their stories helped bring 
Lubanga to justice. The powerful footage and harrowing personal stories brought a 

human face to these human rights abuses, and ensured that these children’s voices 
directly reached the audiences who could ensure justice was carried out.

HOW DID WITNESS TAKE ACTION?
WITNESS partnered with AJEDI-Ka, an organization that demobilizes, houses, and 
reintegrates child soldiers, and trained then-director Bukeni Tete Waruzi with the 
necessary skills to produce an effective video advocacy campaign, such as filming, 
editing, messaging, storytelling, and strategic distribution. 

Out of this partnership, several critical videos were produced, including On the 
Frontlines and A Duty to Protect. This video campaign, further supplemented by 
targeted video logs and blogs, featured the personal stories of child soldiers and played 
a role in the landmark ICC verdict against Lubanga in March 2012. For instance, an 
excerpt from our original video A Duty to Protect was used by the ICC prosecution to 
build their case against Lubanga.

and in less than six months produced his first campaign video, On the Frontlines: 
Child Soldiers in the DRC, advocating an end to the voluntary recruitment of 
children into combat. Within another six months, a second video, A Duty to Protect, 
was produced and screened throughout Africa and the United States with the help 
of the Coalition for the International Criminal Court. 

These videos, along with strong evidence gathered against former Congolese 
warlord Thomas Lubanga Dyilo by other advocacy groups, and a strong civil society 
push, eventually led to his arrest by the International Criminal Court (ICC) for using 
children in armed conflict, which is considered a war crime. In 2012, he was 
convicted and sentenced to 15 years of imprisonment. The judges from the trial 
also ordered Lubanga to pay reparations to victims, including former child soldiers, 
family members, and other individuals who suffered from his crimes.
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MAY: WITNESS partners with AJEDI-Ka, and 
Bukeni receives video advocacy training. 
JUNE: ICC prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo 

starts his investigation into crimes in the DRC. NOVEMBER: On the 
Frontlines is launched and screened throughout the eastern DRC 
in an attempt to raise awareness and dialogue about the negative 
effects of voluntary recruitment of the local community’s children.

JANUARY: LUBANGA IS ISSUED A WARRANT FOR HIS ARREST BY THE ICC in connection with his alleged responsibility 
for enlisting child soldiers under the age of 15 between 2002 and 2003. MARCH: Lubanga is transferred from the DRC to the ICC. MAY: A Duty to Protect 
is screened to the US Congressional Children’s Caucus and to the UN Security Council. 

JANUARY: AJEDI-Ka begins collecting testimony from demobilized girl soldiers. 
MARCH: Lubanga is initially arrested in the DRC by MONUC in connection 
with the assassination of nine UN peacekeeping soldiers in the Congo.  

APRIL: A Duty to Protect is launched in New York and DC to audiences of civil society organizations, 
UN representatives, congressional staffers, the ICC’s Office of the Prosecutor, and others.  
NOVEMBER: Both videos are screened at public assemblies, at film festivals, in villages, and by public 
officials. The campaign gathers support along the way.

THE JOURNEY TO JUSTICE

2004

2004

2005

ON THE FRONTLINES A DUTY TO PROTECT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIWIQ4Wt4o8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQx6N6GnWlw
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The Pre-Trial Chamber I of the ICC confirms the charges against Lubanga. WITNESS and AJEDI-Ka partner with Amnesty International USA to develop a 
companion curriculum for A Duty to Protect as part of AI’s Human Rights Education program.

THE TRIAL AGAINST LUBANGA BEGINS IN THE HAGUE. The ICC has arranged for a national broadcaster in the DRC 
to air A Duty to Protect in its entirety nationally during the trial. WITNESS and Open Society Justice Initiative produce a short film, “The Trial of Thomas 
Lubanga Dyilo at the International Criminal Court,” to help explain Lubanga’s trial process to communities throughout the DRC.

The ICC delivers its first-ever verdict, finding Thomas Lubanga guilty of conscripting, 
enlisting, and using children under the age of 15 years for combat purposes. 
Lubanga is sentenced to 15 years in prison, which includes time already served.

2007
2009

2012
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WITNESS TURNED 20!

In celebration of our  
20th birthday, we launched  
a video reflecting on  
20 years of exposing the  
truth, one video a time. 

PLAY 20TH ANNIVERSARY VIDEO

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kAyZqAJZWb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kAyZqAJZWb4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kAyZqAJZWb4
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 1997 
 
 
Trafficking of Women
Bought and Sold 
- Russia

1999 
 
 
Disappearances
Sanamacha’s Story
- India

2000 
 
 
Mental Disability Rights
Forgotten People
- Armenia, Hungary, Mexico

  
 
 
Illegal Deportation
Expelled
- Haiti

  
 
 
Rape Used as Weapon of War
Operation Fine Girl 
- Sierra Leone

Over the past 20 years, WITNESS has created, edited and produced or 
co-produced 715 videos (and counting!). Below are 20 examples of videos 
of impact from the WITNESS archives, which have opened the eyes of the 
world to critical human rights abuses over the last two decades.

WITNESS: 20 YEARS 
OF CREATING VIDEOS 
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE

http://youtu.be/i7yChgT-fyc
http://hub.witness.org/en/SanamachaStory
http://hub.witness.org/en/ForgottenPeople
http://hub.witness.org/en/Expelled
http://hub.witness.org/en/OperationFineGirl
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2006 
 
 
Integrated Education 
Equal Access 
- Bulgaria  

  
 
 
HIV-AIDS & Conflict
Awaiting Tomorrow
- DRC 

 
 
 
Internally Displaced Persons
Shoot on Sight 
- Burma 

2007  
 
 
Contemporary Slavery 
Bound by Promises
- Brazil

2008  
 
 
Land Rights 
Rightful Place 
- Kenya

2009 
 
 
Elder Abuse 
An Age for Justice 
- US  

2010  
 
 
Police Violence
You Must Know About Me 
- Macedonia

2011 
 
 
Climate Change
TRUST 
- US 

2012  
 
 
Forced Evictions 
Forced Evictions 
- Cambodia

  
 
 
Gender Based Violence 
Our Plea  
- Central African Republic

2003 
 
 
Transitional Justice
Witness to Truth 
- Sierra Leone 

2005 
 
 
Torture & Feminicide
Dual Injustice 
- Mexico 

 
 
 
Abuses by Vigilantes
Rights on the Line
- US and Mexico

  
 
 
Landmines
Against the Tide of History
- Senegal

  
 
 
Juvenile Justice 
System Failure 
- US

http://youtu.be/-eaJXBj87to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpNypfBr_nU
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLF7BE8D1F4D22F312
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkUDHMENOSI&feature=player_embedded
http://youtu.be/Zw8GH073YEc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgN-XxewkVI&feature=player_embedded
http://youtu.be/hzQQiCPWSYA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z2EEJkyntV4
http://youtu.be/qZCnPu_iJwU
http://hub.witness.org/node/5093
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJbLHAX4k8Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3e5419nIVp8
http://hub.witness.org/en/RightsOnTheLine
http://hub.witness.org/en/AgainstTheTideOfHistory
http://hub.witness.org/en/SystemFailure
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Building Human Rights Tools and Sharing Tactics
TOOLS
 “ We’re building a powerful tool to create iron-clad digital images and video  
that could, should the occasion arise, be used in courts of law to bring 
justice...we are helping create the first evidentiary standards for digital 
media in the social networking age.” 

  ~ Harlo Holmes, Mobile Developer, the Guardian Project

Throughout WITNESS’ history, we have continually looked ahead to emerging 
technologies with the potential to strengthen the human rights movement. The 
explosion of digital media means that almost anyone can bear witness to human 
rights atrocities. Video cameras and video-enabled cell phones are increasingly 
accessible, and it is easier than ever to shoot, edit, upload, and watch video. 

In an increasingly interconnected world, activists are also collaborating more than 
ever, finding innovative ways to organize across borders and overcome traditional 
barriers to power.  Internet and social networking sites are making it easier to tap 
into global networks around issues of concern and mobilize communities for change. 
When combined with on-the-ground campaigns, technology can be a powerful 
accelerator for organizing, and human rights groups have an unprecedented 

opportunity to use video within larger networks to achieve their goals.

WITNESS wants to ensure that optimal training resources, tactics, and practical 
tools are made available to help advocates and citizen witnesses learn to leverage 
human rights media. One of WITNESS’ main focuses during this period has been 
to enable and support activists everywhere to create, remix, and share video for 
change. We have done this by creating and pushing out new tools, as well as 
sharing resources and best practices for the use of video.  A particular focus was 
placed on the issue of safety and security measures for both the filmmakers and 
those appearing in videos, as well as on shooting video so that it can later potentially 
be used as evidence to hold the perpetrators accountable. 

WITNESS SUPPORTS  
ACTIVISTS EVERYWHERE
   SEE OUR ‘HOW TO’ MATERIALS

http://www.witness.org/how-to
http://www.witness.org/how-to
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A COLLABORATION WITH DEVELOPERS

In this new camera-saturated environment, technology companies can play a key 
role in safeguarding the environment for citizen activists by creating tools and 
optimizing digital platforms that integrate human rights values.

WITNESS is collaborating with technology developers to ensure that the millions 
of people now turning to video for human rights via their mobile phones can do so 
safely, effectively, and ethically. 

With the help of technologists, WITNESS is developing useful tools that fill the 
gaps left by commercial providers, address activists’ specific needs, and serve as a 
model for designs that the broader commercial sector could adopt. 

The first collaboration, SecureSmartCam (SSC), is a partnership with the Guardian 
Project that provides tools that focus on the needs of human rights advocates and citizen 
witnesses in terms of protecting communications and personal data from unjust intrusion 
and monitoring, while also enabling them to gather video that can be authenticated and 
trusted. The collaboration has led to the creation of tools that allow activists and citizen 
witnesses to harness the power of video while minimizing safety risks. 

OBSCURACAM
The first app, ObscuraCam, was released in June 2011. ObscuraCam anonymizes 
video and images by stripping metadata and pixellating faces. ObscuraCam was named 
as one of the 25 big ideas for 2012 by UK Wired and featured in The Economist.

INFORMACAM
The obfuscation of video and images can protect activists, but for a video or 
an image to be useful in a court of law, a cameraperson’s identity and location, 
along with other verifiable information, is needed. Assurance must be provided 
that a video has not been altered. InformaCam is currently in development as a 
smartphone app that adds location and other key information to videos and images, 
along with a digital seal designed to prevent tampering. These tools allow anonymous 
videos and images to be shared with the public while a verified version is encrypted and 
sent to a safe destination, like a news outlet or a trusted friend. WITNESS is currently 
collaborating with the International Bar Association on rolling out the InformaCam tool 
and building a secure repository for storage of InformaCam footage of international war 
crimes and crimes against humanity.

https://guardianproject.info/
https://guardianproject.info/
http://www.wired.co.uk/magazine/archive/2012/01/features/always-on-sousveillance
http://www.economist.com/node/21542748
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VIDEO FOR CHANGE: TOOLKIT

VIDEO FOR CHANGE: CURRICULUM

In September 2011, WITNESS launched the online Video for Change Toolkit, 
a free, interactive, step-by-step training resource that can help a citizen witness or 
activist learn how to use video effectively as a documentation or storytelling tool. It 
guides users from initial concept to fully formed plan with defined goals, measurable 
objectives, a targeted audience, and key messages. The final plan can also be easily 

downloaded and shared with colleagues and partners. Translations of the Toolkit will 
soon be available in Arabic, French, and Spanish. With the Toolkit, WITNESS shares 
techniques developed from 20 years of video advocacy experience, empowering 
activists to safely document events and tell stories that will be seen and heard by 
the right people, in the right place, at the right time.

WITNESS’ Video for Change Curriculum is the foundation of its training and 
partnership work. In March 2012, an enhanced version of the curriculum became 
available online for free exploration and download; it has been translated into Arabic, 
French, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish. Designed to adapt to training lengths 

of up to ten days, the curriculum consists of seven distinct modules (37 sessions) 
with topics ranging from developing a safety and security plan, to filming effectively, 
to strategic distribution.

BY THE NUMBERS: THE FIRST TEN MONTHS  

BY THE NUMBERS: THE FIRST FOUR MONTHS  

745
Registered Users

32,000
Page Views

1,864 
 Views of Training Videos

7,600
Curriculum Views

1,500
Downloads

http://videoplan.witness.org/
http://www.witness.org/how-to/curriculum
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VIDEO FOR CHANGE: BLOG

STRATEGIC CONVENINGS AND TRAININGS

In 2011, the Video for Change Blog continued to serve as a dynamic space in which to share best practices, case studies, and resources. Viewership has increased 
significantly in the past year, reaching almost 100,000 views. WITNESS’ 30 training videos, which range from animations on video advocacy strategy to production tips on 
concealing identity during filming, have been featured on the blog and directed more than 61,000 viewers to the videos on YouTube.

WITNESS serves as a key node for best practices in an emerging global network 
around human rights video. To strengthen our network of human rights defenders 
and citizens using video for change, WITNESS held strategic convenings to 
share, test, and enhance its best practices for video advocacy, and to build better 
mechanisms to learn from other groups working in the same field. In June 2012 
WITNESS partnered with EngageMedia to organize a first-ever convening of Video 
for Change trainers in Indonesia. The five-day retreat brought together 21 experts 
from 15 organizations to strengthen collaborations, share knowledge, and pool 
resources. The majority of participants spent an additional four days creating how-
to guides and other resources in order to address gaps identified at the convening.

As part of our rapid response to the Middle East revolutions, WITNESS also hosted 
the first convening in October 2011, attended by two dozen video activists from 
countries such as Yemen, Bahrain, Tunisia, and Egypt. 

Since then, the program has continued to grow with more in-depth engagement. 
For example, to help address the documenting needs of the growing number of 
citizen activists using video to capture abuses and killings by the Syrian government, 
WITNESS has been sharing best practices guides, including tips on preparation, 
documenting injuries, filming for evidence and media, filming in teams, conducting 
interviews, and sharing and uploading footage. A five-part series training video was 
produced in English and Arabic to support remote activists.

To enhance video advocacy training in Yemen, WITNESS hosted an additional 
training workshop with more than 50 activists, who practiced the Top 10 filming 
tips and best practices at demonstrations in the Sana’a’s Change Square area. 
WITNESS also conducted a five-day workshop in partnership with the Coordinating 
Council of the Youth Revolution of Change (CCYRC), a leading force behind the 
popular uprisings. 

BY THE NUMBERS: SINCE LAUNCH IN MAY 2010 

300+
Articles Published

99,000+
Views

61,000+  
Watched WITNESS Training Videos on YouTube

http://blog.witness.org/
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OTHER RESOURCES

WITNESS has continued to develop the resources section of our website, such as Top 10 Tip sheets on topics ranging from 
interviewing subjects to filming for evidence. How to Film Protest Videos, a ten-minute, five-part video viewed 10,800 times in its 
first few months, was originally produced in connection with increasing protests in the Middle East and Occupy Wall Street, but 
offers valuable strategies on exposing state brutality anywhere in the world. It has been translated into Arabic, along with the other 
new resources.

Today’s increasingly connected world offers a great deal of opportunity for successful video advocacy. WITNESS aims to equip 
activists to not only create a powerful story and message, but to share them effectively. Therefore, other WITNESS resources have 
focused on distribution, such as Presenting to Decision Makers, Blogging to Build Support, and Social Networks.

HOW TO FILM PROTESTS

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLUVtYj-p4so-2F9EwDgcsA
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLUVtYj-p4so-2F9EwDgcsA
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Changing the Video Environment
SYSTEMS CHANGE 

During the Arab Spring, image and video sharing from the mobile devices and Internet 
connections of activists has been a powerful mode of communication. The protests 
have shown that the lines distinguishing the human rights defender, the citizen 
witness, and the journalist are blurring. 

The potential presence of a camera in every concerned person’s hand creates 
powerful opportunities for citizen witnesses to inform and engage communities by 
creating quality content that complements traditional media. But challenges have 
emerged around the following issues: 

Online platforms and information can yield chaos. In order to be seen and heard 
above the volume of digital content, activists need effective targeting and distribution 
strategies like the ones WITNESS developed over the past 20 years. 

Technology in the wrong hands can be lethal. With more people turning to video 
and technology to create social change, oppressive governments are increasing 
censorship of media – from blocking websites and imprisoning bloggers to threatening 
and killing human rights activists. Incidents like these highlight how the use of video 
requires proper strategizing as well as tools, training, skills, and networks – all of 
which most activists need help acquiring.
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CAMERAS EVERYWHERE 
LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE
Creating a new landscape where any concerned citizen with a 
camera can document human rights abuses, share the evidence,  
and help catalyze grassroots movements for change.

WITNESS is working to establish an ecosystem that supports the safe, effective, and ethical use of human rights 
video using optimized platforms, tools, and standards. 

Countless citizen witnesses now need the skills, resources, and expertise WITNESS has nurtured over two 
decades of exposing human rights violations. To achieve this requires real collaboration and partnership with 
allies – both old and new – in business, technology, media, government, and academia, as well as with the new 
generation of users of these tools. 

In early 2011, WITNESS entered a scoping phase to engage with these sectors and understand what they 
see as key challenges and opportunities. Forty experts were interviewed, such as Marietje Schaake (Member 
of European Parliament), Bob Boorstin (Director, Public Policy, Google), and danah boyd (Senior Researcher, 
Microsoft Research). This process resulted in a roadmap published in September called Cameras Everywhere: 
Current Challenges and Opportunities at the Intersection of Human Rights, Video and Technology.  

This report is designed to guide the programmatic direction of our work around three areas: 

Advocate for technology environments that better protect privacy, anonymity, and freedom of expression; 

Partner with technology developers to create tools that allow human rights defenders to harness the power 
of video; and

 Increase the skills and digital literacies of citizen witnesses through innovative training programs and 
tactics on best practices in the use of video containing human rights material, and share this information among 
peer networks through in-person convenings and online. 

READ REPORT: CAMERAS EVERYWHERE

Privacy & Safety
Network 
Vulnerabilities
Information 
Overload, 
Authentication  
& Preservation 
Ethics
Policy

http://www.witness.org/cameras-everywhere/report-2011
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JANUARY: Compiled input from human rights groups, media and technology companies, policymakers, journalists, 
filmmakers, and academics. JUNE: Released a beta photo version of ObscuraCam, a face-blurring and visual 
anonymization app. SEPTEMBER: Published Cameras Everywhere: Current Challenges and Opportunities at 
the Intersection of Human Rights, Video and Technology, a roadmap for the project, and presented analysis of 
key challenges and opportunities at events including the Open Video Conference. Released the Video for Change 
Toolkit. OCTOBER: Coordinated the Visual Media Technologies discussion at the first-ever Silicon Valley Human 
Rights Conference. NOVEMBER: Established a partnership with the International Bar Association, a critical first 
step toward developing digital tools for video evidence.

JANUARY: Presented ObscuraCam at the New York Tech Meetup to a sold-out audience of more than 400 and at the 
Eyebeam “Demo Day” to developers building applications for activists. FEBURARY: Attended a conference on Internet 
security organized by Counterpoint International and sponsored by USAID, and participated in a mobile-justice summit, 
which examined how to better synchronize advocacy at the domestic and international level around mobile devices and 
human/civil rights. MARCH: Discussed the integration of human rights values in social media and video-sharing at SXSW 
Interactive and launched the ObscuraCam v2 upgrade for video. ObscuraCam was nominated for the Innovation Prize 
at the Index Censorship Annual Awards. MAY: Partnered with Storyful, a social newsgathering company, to launch the 
Human Rights Channel on YouTube. Advocated for better visual anonymity options at TEDxEast. JUNE: Presented at the 
Guardian Activate conference on how to authenticate information presented in citizen video and facilitates a panel on 
privacy challenges with visual media technologies at the Personal Democracy Forum 2012.

WITH CAMERAS EVERYWHERE WITNESS HAS...

2011
Made a public call for technology
companies to integrate human rights
usage and principles into their products.

Spoke at a White House panel on how 
policymakers can use citizen media to 
prevent mass atrocities.

2012
SEE THE VIDEO

http://www.witness.org/about-us/announcements/honoring-pledge-never-again-modern-tools-ongoing-challenge
http://www.witness.org/about-us/announcements/honoring-pledge-never-again-modern-tools-ongoing-challenge
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CAMERAS EVERYWHERE IN ACTION:
THE HUMAN RIGHTS CHANNEL

In collaboration with Storyful and YouTube, WITNESS has created a channel to 
source and share the most powerful human rights content – breaking news, cutting-
edge activism, under-covered stories and more.  Launched in May 2012, the Human 
Rights Channel has already earned mentions from Mashable, the New York Times, 
CNN, The Nation, and more. 

The project grew out of a dialogue between WITNESS and YouTube in the wake of the 
Arab Spring to discuss ways in which the web community could better come together 
around human rights advocacy. The exponential growth of portable video devices has 
enabled everyday citizens to record otherwise hidden abuses and advance human 
rights from the grassroots level. The channel offers a platform for breaking stories, as 
well as the under-covered human rights issues we do not hear enough about, to be 
told through the lenses of citizen witnesses and offers an opportunity for their videos 
to be verified, contextualized, and broadcast to a wider audience.

Uploaded videos are verified by Storyful and then curated by WITNESS staffers 
into playlists designed to provide insight into evolving situations. For example, the 
playlists have offered breaking raw footage regarding the Syria massacres, in-depth 
reports on the Yo Soy 132 student democracy movement in Mexico, and high-
profile coverage of under-covered issues like the Mali refugee crisis.

The Human Rights Channel will continue to evolve as a resource for journalists, 
policymakers, and human rights advocates, as well as activists, students, and 
anyone interested in human rights issues.

BY THE NUMBERS: THE FIRST SEVEN WEEKS

GO TO THE HUMAN RIGHTS CHANNEL

32
Playlists

13,000
Followers on Google

1,125
Subscribers on You Tube

461
Followers on Twitter

http://www.youtube.com/humanrights
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OUR COMMUNITY

OVER THE LAST TWO DECADES, 
OUR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS, 
MEDIA, RESOURCES AND 
STAFF REACHED AUDIENCES 
OF MORE THAN 260 MILLION 
WORLDWIDE. 
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260,812,457 Reach of WITNESS videos. 1,282,252 Unique visitors 

to witness.org. 332,609 Twitter followers since launching in January 2009. 121,700 

Unique visitors to the Video for Change Blog since launching in May 2010. 72,952 Google+ users 

adding WITNESS to their circles since launching in June 2012. 8,687 Views of our training curricula 

since launching online in January 2012. 7,900 Views of our photographs on Flickr since launching 

in November 2007. 4,682 Human rights defenders trained since 1996. 3,910 YouTube 

subscribers to the WITNESS Channel since launching in February 2006. 1,293 Human Rights Channel 

subscribers since launching in June 2012. 86 Countries in which WITNESS has worked with partners.
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AWARDS AND PRESS

Extensive online and offline media coverage amplified the impact 
of all WITNESS initiatives. In 2012, WITNESS received the Tribeca 
Disruptive Innovation Award for its revolutionary use of video that 
brought a warlord to justice. WITNESS was also ranked one of the 
top 100 NGOs by The Global Journal.

Other examples of mainstream media features include Agence France Presse, Al Jazeera, BBC, CNN, 
Chronicle of Philanthropy, Fast Company, Economist, Financial Times, Forbes, Huffington Post, The Nation, 
New York Times, Nonprofit Quarterly, Reuters and Wired Magazine. Of the 30 independent online outlets 
featuring WITNESS during this period, a few highlights: AlterNet, Daily Dogooder, EngageMedia, Global 
Voices Advocacy, Mashable, Mobile Media Toolkit, and PBS MediaShift. 

 “ Should access to technology now be seen in the 
same way as access to, say, clean water? And 
does this mean that the companies behind those 
technologies have a particular moral obligation 
to their users? The authors of Cameras 
Everywhere, a report published earlier this 
month by WITNESS, argue that they do.” 

  ~ Ravi Mattu, Financial Times, September 2011

WITNESS PRESENTED THE TRIBECA 
DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION AWARD

THE GLOBAL JOURNAL

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfwfAvv2ec4
http://theglobaljournal.net/article/view/541/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfwfAvv2ec4
http://theglobaljournal.net/article/view/541/
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MEDIA ARCHIVE
WITNESS Media Archive launched a project to ensure long-term preservation 
and expand access to our collection of human rights video. In partnership with the 
Human Rights Documentation Initiative (HRDI) at the University of Texas, 
we are ensuring that valuable audiovisual documentation of human rights — from raw 
footage filmed by partners to digital masters of advocacy videos — is available for 

research and academic use. Footage from several collections is available online.
Founded in 2004, the Media Archive has been a leader in developing practices and 
models for the archiving of video documentation in a human rights context, and in 
recognizing the importance of archives to the promotion and defense of human rights. 

1,372+
Digitized Hours

5,000+
Unique Video Titles from 90 Countries

17,000+  
Views of Training Videos

DIGITIZED HOURS

2011

2010

2009

2008

1,372 HOURS

845 HOURS

654 HOURS

265 HOURS

http://rmedia.lib.utexas.edu/index.php?title=Category:WITNESS
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SUSTAINING OUR WORK

WITNESS IS EXTREMELY 
GRATEFUL TO THE 
INDIVIDUALS, CORPORATIONS, 
AND FOUNDATIONS WHO 
GENEROUSLY SUPPORT US. 
EVERY CONTRIBUTION HELPS 
MAKE OUR WORK POSSIBLE. 
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GALA

On November 10, 2011, Peter Gabriel hosted WITNESS’ Focus for Change Benefit Dinner and Concert at Roseland Ballroom in NYC. The event honored the millions of people 
using video to create human rights change worldwide. Slavic Soul Party!, Rodrigo y Gabriela and David Crosby & Graham Nash performed. The evening, which was generously 
underwritten by an anonymous donor, was co-chaired by WITNESS board members Amy Robbins and Jeffrey Tarrant and raised over $1.2 million. 
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SUPPORTERS OF WITNESS

This list includes donors who made contributions during our 2012 Fiscal Year (July 
1, 2011–June 30, 2012).  Additionally, we would like to acknowledge our many 
supporters who contribute gifts below $5,000, but are not listed above due to space 
limitations. We would also like to give special thanks to our Executive Producers 

and Changemakers. The Executive Producers are a circle of key WITNESS allies 
who provide crucial advice and financial support to the organization, helping us to 
fulfill our mission. Our Changemakers are a group of dedicated individuals committed 
to video for change who provide support through annual unrestricted contributions.

$100,000+
Adessium Foundation*
Anonymous* 
Anonymous
Bertha Foundation
Ford Foundation
Ford Foundation – Middle 
East and North Africa
Hivos*
Nduna Foundation*
NoVo Foundation*
Oak Foundation
Jeffrey Tarrant 

$50,000–$99,999
Al Jazeera
Anonymous
Jacob and Hilda 
Blaustein Foundation*
The Joshua Mailman 
Foundation
The Libra Foundation
OppenheimerFunds 
Legacy Program
The Overbrook Foundation
US Human Rights Fund – 
Public Interest Projects

$20,000–$49,999
American Jewish 
World Service
Anonymous
The Brin Wojcicki Foundation
Mary Frances Budig 
and John Hass
Donal Daly
Peter Gabriel 
Google, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel 
Herschkowitz
InMaat Foundation
International Bar Association
Joi Ito
Lambent Foundation Fund 
of Tides Foundation
Joan and Lewis Platt 
Foundation
Sidhu-Singh Family 
Foundation
Volpi-Cupal Family Fund
Liz and Todd Warnock
J.A. & H.G. Woodruff 
Charitable Trust*

$10,000–$19,999
Marko Ahtisaari
Anonymous
Tony Elison 
The Fledgling Fund
Flora Family Foundation
Robert Kissane
Darren Manelski
Judy McGrath
Dina Nathanson and 
Dwight Tierney
The Satter Foundation
Perri Peltz and Eric 
Ruttenberg
SEI
SGI Cambium, LLC
Tyco International

$5,000–$9,999
The Loreen Arbus Foundation
Clarks
Conifer Group, LLC
Cultures of Resistance 
Network Foundation
Deckers Outdoors 
Corporation
Abigail E. Disney

Tom and Deb Dolan
Zach and Natasha Egan
Philipp Engelhorn
Gillespie Foundation
HBO 
Stephen Hope
Brown Johnson
MCJ Amelior Foundation
Nintendo of America, Inc.
Jon Oringer
RAPP
Touli and Neil Rimer
Christy and Michael Rothkopf
Rothstein Kass 
Susan Sarandon 
Charitable Foundation
Bradford K. Smith
David Trandel
Viacom
WME 

IN-KIND SUPPORTERS
Alexander Ramage 
Associates
The Loreen Arbus Foundation
AudioVisual Preservation 
Solutions

Baker and Hostetler
The Bowery Hotel
Bulldog Gin
Busse Designs
The Colbert Report
The Daily Show
Deer Valley Resort
Derriere L’Etoile Studios
Drape Kings
The Empire Hotel
Firehouse Productions
The Gibson Foundation
Alexander Gilkes
Jeremy Goddard
Guggenheim Productions
Google AdWords
Icelandic Glacial
Island Outpost
Jerry Kupfer
Sze Tsung Leong
The Maritime Hotel
Mcgrath, Doyle & Phair
Sabry Mohideen
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
OZOcar
Pentagram

Per Se
RAPP
Gini Reticker
Ronnybrook Farm Dairy
Salumeria Rosi
Slavic Soul Party!
Sean Solowiej
SPiN
STALKR
Studiomamu
Sundance Institute
Touch of Class DJs
Tribeca Film Festival
True Production
UKNY Consulting
University of Texas 
Libraries, Human Rights 
Documentation Initiative
John Varvatos
VeeV Açaí
Walrus New York
J.A. & H.G. Woodruff 
Charitable Trust
Yossi Milo Gallery
and our amazing translators.

*Multi-year grant
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TEAM WITNESS

WITNESS participated in the 2011 ING New York City Marathon last November, in which ten volunteers ran for Team WITNESS, raising over $22,500. In May, Team WITNESS 
completed the Brooklyn Half Marathon with 31 runners raising a total of $17,300 — nearly double their original goal.
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FINANCIAL YEAR 2012*

FUNDRAISING 12% 
        $580,460 OUTREACH & EDUCATION 29%

       $1,032,301

GALA (GROSS REVENUE) 25% 
                      $1,230,627

GALA EXPENSE 9% 
   $428,7451 

 VIDEO PRODUCTION &   
   ARCHIVE 13%
    $461,552

INDIVIDUALS 19%
   $968,820 

 MANAGEMENT & 
 GENERAL 9% 
 $461,552

   TECHNOLOGY 10%
 $351,563

  IN-KIND DONATIONS 14%
  $711,876

CORPORATE 1%
$62,970

  EARNED INCOME (SALES, INTEREST, MISC.) 1%
  $44,263 

 FOUNDATIONS 40%
                     $1,985,768

PROGRAM 70% 
 $3,515,669 

        TRAINING & 
CAMPAIGNS 48%  
               $1,669,806

EXPENSES
$4,986,4262

PROGRAM 
EXPENSES 
BY TYPE
$3,515,669

REVENUE
$5,004,324

*FY12 figures are unaudited. Independent Auditors’ Reports and Tax Returns for prior fiscal years (year end June 30th) available upon request and online at: witness.org. 
1Gala expense was 100% underwritten by an anonymous donor. 2Figures include depreciation expense of $98,738.
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OUR STAFF
Our team is comprised of some incredibly talented people. From lawyers and lifelong activists, to actors and 
musicians, to writers and filmmakers, we all share a strong common bond: we are seriously passionate about human 
rights. We’re a group of advocates dedicated to making a difference in the world by using the power of video. 

ASHLEY PATTERSON
External Relations Associate

BRYAN NUNEZ
Technology Manager

BUKENI WARUZI
Program Manager

CHAP DAY
Office Coordinator

CHRIS MICHAEL
Video Advocacy Training Manager

CLAIRE DAVIS
Senior Finance Manager

J. COCO CHANG
Senior Communications Manager

GRACE LILE
Director of Operations & Archives
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OUR STAFF

JACKIE ZAMMUTO
Program Assistant

JENNI WOLFSON
Managing Director

KELLY MATHESON
Program Manager

LESSIE ASKEW
Human Resources Manager

LISA ROBINSON
External Relations Associate 

LIZZIE GILLETT
Catalyst

MARIANNA MONEYMAKER
Online Outreach & Production Coordinator

MARTIN TZANEV
Post Production & Media 
Management Coordinator

MATISSE BUSTOS HAWKES
Communications Manager

MICHELLE MCCLOSKEY
Executive Assistant

MIYOKO BRUNNER
External Relations Senior Coordinator

PRISCILA NERI
Program Manager
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OUR STAFF

RAJA ALTHAIBANI
MENA Program Associate

REBECCA LICHTENFELD
Creative Advocacy

RICKY CORTEZ
IT Coordinator

ROSE ANDERSON
Program Coordinator

RYAN KAUTZ
Video Editor & Production Trainer

RYAN SCHLIEF
Program Manager

SAM GREGORY
Program Director 

SARA FEDERLEIN
Associate Director, Foundations

HYUNSEOK SEO 
Finance Coordinator

TANYA KARANASIOS
Associate Director, Campaign Partnerships

YVETTE ALBERDINGK THIJM
Executive Director

YVONNE NG
Archivist
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

WITNESS’ Board of Directors includes leaders in the fields of media, technology, finance and human rights. Their leadership, 
guidance and support enable WITNESS to deepen its impact around the world. Through regular meetings, special events 
and frequent communications, our board members contribute their expertise and generosity to WITNESS’ mission.

Members of the Advisory Committee lend WITNESS their wisdom and experience in the fields of film, human rights, technology, art, 
design, and many others. Their guidance and in-kind contributions make WITNESS a smarter and more well connected organization.

MARKO AHTISAARI

PATRICIA CAESAR

PETER GABRIEL

GAEL GARCÍA BERNAL

JOHN HASS

MICHAEL J. HIRSCHHORN

JOICHI ITO

AMY ROBBINS

JEFFREY TARRANT

MIKE VOLPI

RONIT AVNI

REGAN E. RALPH

ESRA’A AL SHAFEI 

BRIAN BYRD 

MERCEDES DORRETTI 

STEVEN GOLDBERG

STEVE GROVE 

DIEDERIK LOHMAN 

JUAN MENDEZ

PATRICK MONTGOMERY 

ANNIE OHAYON 

DRAZEN PANTIC 

ELI PARISER 

IZHAR PATKIN 

HARRY PEARCE 

D.J. RAVINDRAN 

TIM ROBBINS

IAN V. ROWE 

SEBASTIÃO SALGADO 

SUSAN SARANDON 

PAULA SILVER

JEFF WALKER 
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INTERNS AND VOLUNTEERS

KIRSTEN ADKISON

HAIMY ASSEFA 

COREY BOLING 

JOSHUA BROPHY 

AMANDA BROWN

NICHOLAS BUXTON 

JACKIE COFFEY

DONALD CORR

MARLOES DEN HOED

DENG YING “LISA”

HANNAH DIAMOND 

JOANNA DUFOUR 

JENN DURRETT

TERESA EGGERS 

JOHN EVERHART 

KRISTINA FICA

CYNTHIA GARCIA

MICHAEL GOLDIN 

MARIEL GRUSZKO 

NANCY GUEVERA 

ROSE HACKMAN 

AMANDA HASS 

ALLIE HOFFMAN 

KIM HOWELL

TAYLOR JAMES

KATHERINE KENNEDY

CHARLOTTE LIEBERMAN

VALERIE LIVINGSTON

LARRY MCDOWELL 

ERIN MCINTYRE

ANNA MCQUERE 

LIVIA MONTE

VINCE NOVELLI

TANYA O’CARROLL

KEVIN O’DOWD

HUIZI OUYANG 

BEN PEARCE

FRANCESCA 
PROCACCINI 

SUSAN REED

JOSEPHINE ROELE 

CHRISTOPHER ROGY

RACHEL ROSENBERG 

ANNA SEIDNER

WAYNE SEIFRIED 

HYUNSEOK SEO 

SEAN SOLOWEIJ 

NANCY TAYLOR 

LIZZIE TOMEI

JENNIE WARNOCK 

LIZ WARREN

JENNIFER WILMORE 

MARISA WONG

NATASCHA 
YOGACHANDRA

JACKIE ZAMMUTO

ALEXANDRA ZARETSKY 

WITNESS recognizes our 55 amazing interns and volunteers, who came from eight different countries to support us over the 
past year. WITNESS interns and volunteers are critical members of the WITNESS team, helping us in all areas of our work from 
conducting research for programmatic areas to designing graphics to translating our growing volume of video-for–change resources 
for our website. Without their hard work and dedication, we would not have been able to achieve all we accomplished. Thank you!

WITNESS interns and staff at  
 the Focus for Change benefit.
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WITNESS Contact Details:
WITNESS
80 HANSON PLACE, 5TH FLOOR
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
TEL 718.783.2000 
FAX 718.783.1593 

WITNESS.ORG 
WITNESS@WITNESS.ORG 
TWITTER.COM/WITNESSORG 
FACEBOOK.COM/WITNESS
YOUTUBE.COM/WITNESS
Editors/Producers: Jenni Wolfson & Ashley Patterson, Writers: Jennifer Gilbert & Jenny Chang, Art Director: Zoe Chan, Image Credits: ACLU; American Friends Service Committee;  
Amnesty International; AJEDI-Ka; Olga Bas; BBC; Ann Billingsley; Books Not Bars; Burma Issues; Sarah Carr; CEJIL; CEMIRIDE; Columbia University Human Rights Law Clinic; CMDPDH; CPT;  
Renato Cosentino/Comitê Popular Rio da Copa & Olimpíadas; Ella Baker Center for Human Rights; ECPAT– USA; The Global Journal; HIC; George Henton/Demotix; HOPS; Human Rights Alert;  
iMatter Campaign; CJ Isaac; JUPEDEC; Ryan Kautz; LICADHO; Babloo Loitongbam; MDRI; Montana State University; National Coalition for Haitian Rights; NCOA; Organization Drom;  
Our Children’s Trust; Oxygen Media LLC; RADDHO; Katya Rozanova; Heidi Schumann; STALKR; Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Sierra Leone; US Global Survival Network; wedelhayat; WIGJ

© 2013 WITNESS

To receive the WITNESS newsletter and stay up-to-date on our work, please visit us at www.witness.org. Copies of 
WITNESS videos are available by contacting orders@witness.org. For further information about WITNESS and its programs 
or to make a tax-deductible contribution, please contact development@witness.org or visit witness.org/donate.
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http://www.twitter.com/witnessorg
http://facebook.com/witness
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